
WRITE UP FOR CSR PROGRAMME 
 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a self-regulating business model that helps a Company be socially 
accountable to itself, its stakeholders, and the public.  
 
To engage in CSR means in the ordinary course of business, a Company operates in ways that enhance 
the society and the environment instead of contributing negatively to them. 
 
Trigyn also takes CSR Programme seriously and therefore it has signed two MOU’s with different 
organization which are Care India, the Top Indian NGO and Bansathali Vidyapith, Rajasthan. 
 
Care India  
 
Care India helps us to spent CSR in the Education Sector. Care India has set up mobile STEM laboratories 
for children enrolled in higher primary schools in Jharkhand and has the objective to generate excitement 
about STEM education among children and build their scientific and mathematical skills; to create 
awareness about resources, tools and methods among teachers and other education functionaries and 
augment their capacity to teach STEM subject i.e. Science, Technology Engineering and Mathematics in 
Government higher primary school in the state of Jharkhand. The mobile laboratory is envisaged as a 
space where children can engage with scientific concepts, experientially learn scientific skills, and explore 
science and mathematics beyond curricular scope. 
 
Trigyn has helped Care India to set up mobile STEM laboratories for children enrolled in Government 
higher primary schools in Jharkhand. Trigyn has provided and made available funds or consumable goods, 
equipment’s, materials, assets etc. for implementing, executing the said activities undertaken by Care 
India.   
 
Trigyn committee for the STEM project is for one and half Years and committed to spend about Rs. 44.50 
Lacs.  
 
Bansathali Vidyapith 
 
With respect to Bansathali Vidyapith, it is engaged in providing education to girl child for more than 85 
years and is a premier institution being the largest University in world for women. 
 
Trigyn has agreed to provide digital support and services for installation and operation of software, 
systems, programmes etc. which is required for running of particular courses in University and achieve 
the common goal and objects as that of Bansathali. 
 
Trigyn commitment for Bansathali is for three years and has committed to spend about Rs. 40.36 lacs in 
three years span of time. 
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